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INTRODUCTION:

I am Janice Schacter Lintz,  CEO of Hearing Access & Innovations (HAI) (f/1

k/a Hearing Access Program)  and the mother of a 25-year-old daughter 2

who is hard of hearing.  I was a member of the US Access Board's Rail 3

Committee and of the PVAG Committee. 

I worked with Virgin Atlantic and Delta Airlines to add captioning for their 
IFE to create a best practice model that was later adopted by the US De-
partment of Transportation.  I also spearheaded the introduction of induc4 -
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tion loops in airports, first with Delta at customer contact points; other air-
lines followed suit. 5

I introduced hearing induction loops to the New York City Transit Authority 
(NYCTA).  The NYCTA installed them in all subway information booths/call 6

boxes as part of the $13.5 million President Obama stimulus package un-
der the former NYCTA President, Howard Roberts. The current NYCTA/
New York State Metropolitan Transportation Authority (NYS MTA) views 
people with disabilities very differently.

DISCUSSION:

As a mother of a child with hearing loss, I live in fear of my daughter not be-
ing able to hear announcements on the trains or platforms, whether about a 
gate change, a delay, or a catastrophic emergency. I approached Delta 
about the issue for airlines after my daughter almost missed her flight with 
another airline because she didn't hear the announcement of a gate 
change. Delta is adding induction loops and to its gates and clubs as Delta 
renovates their terminals.  Other airlines are following suit. 7

Railways and subways are not following the same pattern, particularly the 
NYS MTA and NYCTA, which is why this Rule is needed. The NYS MTA 
and NYCTA will not act unless mandated,  as proven by the lawsuits. 8

Shockingly, the NYS MTA wasted precious funds fighting a battle that it was 
apparent the agency would lose  rather than using the money to add the 9

access, and this agency is not alone in doing so.
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I was appalled by the stance of the committee’s NYS MTA representative, 
who fought my efforts to include hearing access. He used antiquated terms 
to refer to people with disabilities, and the committee chair had to repri-
mand him repeatedly for using derogatory language. 

The NYS MTA has taken every opportunity it can to avoid adding access, 
particularly for hearing loss, which is an invisible disability.  The head of 10

access had no background in access before her appointment. Committee 
meetings on access never discussed hearing access, which was deemed 
unimportant. The person selected to represent people with hearing loss on 
one of the NYCTA's committees was a political appointee who didn’t know 
that hearing access was installed in the subway information booths or how 
to use his hearing aids with such access.

Rail companies will not act unless mandated. During the Rail Committee's 
time, the NYS MTA purchased LIRR cars and refused to include induction 
loops in the bid despite a company saying it was feasible to add them. 

Hearing access is already in platforms and rail cars around the world (Ex A) 
and needs to be provided here as well.  

CONCLUSION

The Rail Committee's Recommendation is excellent and needs ratification. 
We need the ATBCB to ratify the recommendations.

Respectfully submitted,

Janice S. Lintz
CEO Hearing Access & Innovations, Inc,
Brooklyn, NY
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